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ABSTRACT 
Mineralogical examination of basaltic rocks 

obtained during drilling of a successful 1,962-m-deep 
geothennal well (HGP-A) in the east rift zone of 
Kilauea Volcano, Haw�ii, reveals th�e zones of hydro
thermal alteration beneath a zone of1maltered lavas .. 
Each alteration zone is characterized by the domina11ce 
of a particular mineral: zone 1, montmorillonite; zone 
2, chlorite;.zone 3, actinolite. Three zones of relative 
permeability can be tentatively identified on ·the basis 
of filled versus partly filled vesicles and fractures. 
Because the well has not returned to thermal equi!_ib
rium as of this writing, stability relations between 

INTRODUCTION 

A successful1 ,96 2-m-deep geothermal test well, designated 
Hawaii Geothermal Project Well-A (HGP-A}, was drilled in the 
east rift zone of Kilauea Volcano in the island of Hawaii (Fig. 1) 
in early 1976. The drill site is about 182m above sea level, which 
means that the well penetrated a 1, 780-m sequence of volcanic 
rocks below sea level, making it the deepest welt yet drilled in the 

. Hawaiian Islands. The success of the well is unusual in that most 
active geothermal fields are confmed to or associated with rocks 
of a more silicic nature (Berman, 197S). Even in Iceland, silicic 

. volcanism occurs at or neat all geothermal fields except the 3Q-km 
zone from Reykjanes to Krysuvik (Koenig , 1973). 

.-\bove the 207-m level in the well (all references to depth are 
measured from the surface elevation at the drill site ), poor circu
lation of drilling mud prevented systematic sampling of cutting 
chips; below that level, 780 cutting samples were recovered at 1.5-

·, : to 3-m intervals to the bottom of the well. Ten cores totaling 28 m 
�-' (920Jo recovery) were taken at intervals of 12S to 275 m, 
\ : Macroscopic examination of cutting chips for percentages of 
l vesicularity, black glass, and alteration products indicates that 

the well penetrated a sequence of thin subaerial pahoehoe and aa 

*Present address: State of Arizona, Bureau of Geology and Miner
alogy, Geological Survey Branch, 845 North Park Avenue, Tucson, 
Arizona 85719. 
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secondary minerals and temperatures car.mot be calcu
lat¢d with accuracy. However, the latest downhole 
temperatures measured at the boundaries of alteration 
zopes, compared with similar data from high
teritperature geothennal areas in Iceland, indicate 
th�t HGP-A temperatures are considerably higher than 
th�se encountered for the same alteration-zone bound
aries in Icelandic wells. This indicates that the present
day thermal regime in HGP•A is relatively young and 
that the hydrothermal minerals probably have not 
re�ched equilibrium with existing conditions. 
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Figure 1. Map of island of Hawaii showing location of Hawaii Ge� 
th�rmal Project Well-A (HGP-A). 
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basalt flows and submarine pillow basalts. (D. Palmiter, 1976, 
personal commuri.). Chemical analyses (Stone, 1977) show that 
the r:ocks are qucirtz-normative tholeiitic basalts. 

. 

PREVIOUS INVESTIOA TIONS 

Chlorite.· Chlorite is found locally at a depth of 675 m and 
occurs sporadically down to 1,350 m where it supersedes mont
morillonite as the dominant alteration mineral. On the basis of 
the X-ray intensity ratio of [(002)/(004)} 7A/14A peaks (CarroU, 
1969), both Mg-chlorite and Fe-chlorite are identified in the 
altered rocks. At the 1,350-m depth both varieties occur. With 

Chemical alteration of Kilauea basalts was d�ribed by increasing depth, magnesium decreases and iron increases. By 
Macdonald (1944) and Stearns and Macdonald (1946). The 1,960 m the chlorite is very Fe-rich. AU chlorites are llb poly-
present-day formation of palagonite in Kilauea caldera Wl\5 de- types. Chlorite occurs interstitially and fills vesicles and fractures 
scribed by Hay and others (1969). Fujishima and Fan (1977) in the basalt. At 1,962 m chlorite occurs as pseudomorphs, and 
studied hydrothermally altered ba,salts of the Kailua Volcanic :, it replaces actinolite in the centers of actinolite pseudomorphs 
Series, Oahu, and described both vertical and horizontal zones.of .after augite and olivine. Chlorite is superseded by actinolite as 
�lite and clay-mil)eral alteration. Druecker and Fan (1976) and: the principal alteration product at 1,894 m; at 1,959 m it is 
McMurtry and others (1976) described the hydrology and chem- a minot constituent only .. 
istry of g.found water in the Puna district on the east rift zone of Actinolite. Actinolite is sporadic from depths of 1,350 to 
Kilauea. Macdonald (1973) reviewed the occurrence of hot water 1,894 m. From this depth to the bottom it is the dominant altera-
and steam in Hawaii. Hydrothermal alteration of Icelandic tiol) mineral. It occurs as pseudomorphs after augite aQd olivine 
basalts in high- and low-teiJlperature geothermal fields has and as a SfOUDdmass re$)laccmene along with quartz, magnetite, 
been summarized by Kristmannsd6ttir (1975). and hematite. 

In t�e first of two attemptS tO .locate geothermal energy in Calcite and Anhydrite. Between depths of 675 and 875 m, 
Hawaii, the Hawaii Geothermal Powet Company drillCd four calcite is found in thin section as a minor constituent that partly 
wells in the Puna area in 1961 (Macdo�d, 1973). In 1973 the fills some vesicles. Anhydrite is ob�rved lining fractures in hand 
first deep bore hole, 1,262 m, was drilled at the summit of Kilau� specimens of cores 8 (1,642 m), 9 (1,835 m). an4 10 (1,962 m). 

·Volcano; the maximum temperature for that wen, 137 °C, was . Eu.hedral crystals in fractures in core 10 indicate that the rock is 
measured at the hole bottom (Zablocki and others, 1974). Tcm- 1 · not completely sealed at that depth. Calcite and anhydrite are 
peratures encountered in all wells are insufficient to warrant · nowhere abundant enough to be detected by wbole-roclt X-ray 
commercial interest at present. · diffraction. 

GEOLOGIC SEmNO 
Th� Hawaiian Islands extend nearly 2,600 km across the . 

nort.h-central Pacific Ocean, decreasing in age from northwest li 
to southeast. The youngest and southeasternmost island of Hawaii 
is composed of five volcanoes, two of which, Malina Loa and 
Kilauea, constitute tbe center of present-day volcanic activity in 
the Hawaiian Islands. Lavas of the two volcanoes interfm,ger near 
the surface, but Kilauea rests on the flank of Mauna Loa and 
is, therefore, the younger edifice. 

Kilauea has two principal rift zones exten�g outward fro� 
the summit caldera and lying at an obtuse ansle to each other .. 

; Th�e are the southwest and east rift zones, characterized by open 
cracks, lines of pit craters, smaller parasitic shields, and spatter 
cones. In addition, steam vents and warm-water springs and wellS 
exist at several points along the east rift zone (Macdonald, 1973). 
Eruptions occur at frequent intervals at the summit of Kilauea 1: · 

·and along the rift zones. 1 

HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION MINERALS . . 
Alteration products were identified by whole-rock X-ray dif

fraction and thin-section examination of cores and cutting chips. 
A few mineral separates were X-rayed, heated, and x�rayed again. 
The occurrence of secondary minerals observed in HGP-A is 
shown in Figure 2. 

Montmorillonite. Traces of montmorillonite that rim a few. 
olivine phenocrysts are first noted at a depth of about 318 m. By 
675 m the montmorillonite is present interstitially and as pseudo
mo'rphs after olivine. It increases in abundapce witl_l depth to· 
about 1,350 m in this same mode and then decreases as chlorite 
becomes the· dominant alteration mineral. Montmorillonite 
is not observed below 1,894 m. 
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Zeolite. Zeolite is found between depths of 675 and 875 m. 
X-ray analysis of mineral separates indicates that the species is 
heulandite; it appears along a flow. margin at 675 m and lines 
vesicles there and in other samples. Zeolite does not ocCU.r deeper 
i� the well where hiaher temperatures prevail. Like calcite and 
anhydrite, it was not detected by whole-rock X-ray analysis. 

Opaque Minerals. Magnetite is found in varying amounts 
throughout the section. It occurs as primary euhedral crystals. 
secondary skeletal srams. and by-product dust. At !l. depth of 
1,480 m, hematite is found by X-ray diffraction; it occurs spor
adically to a depth of 1,894 m where it exceeds magnetite and 
becomes the dominant opaque mineral to the bottom of the wen. 
The occurrence of hematite coiticidC$ with that of actinolite. 
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Figure 2. Occurrence or hydrothe�al minerals In HGP·A weU, 
zonea of alteratiorr, and temperatures measured on three occasions. 
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anhydrite, quartz, and zeolites are minor accessory minerals. 
'Epidote is not observed. 

Three zones of permeability can be identified on the basis 
of unfilled venus fllled vesicles and fractures. 
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Thermal equilibrium that was disturbed during drilling has 
not been reestablished in the well. Comparison, however, of 
HGP-A hydrothermal mineral zone boundaries and the latest 
downhole temperature proflles with similar data from high
temperature geothermal areas in Iceland indicates that tempera. 
tures are higher in the Hawaiian well than in most Icelandic 

wells. It appears that the present-day thermal regime is relatively 
young and may be due to a recent injection of magma into the 
east rift zone from the shallow reservoir beneath the summit of · · 
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Pyrite is frrst observed in c�tting chips at 485 m and is present in maximum and minimum temperatures for the occurrence of 
varying amounts throughout the well, generally increasing in alteration minerals have been established through comparison of 
abtmdance with depth. Euhedral pyrite grains occur with quartz data from the different areas. Rock temperatures at zone borders 
and clay minerals that fill vesicles· and fractures in the bottom are approximately 200 °C between the smectite�zeolite and mixed-
500 m of the well. In shallow <:Ores ilmenite is found in thin sec- layer clay-mineral-prehnite zones and 230 °C between the latter 
tion, but with increasing depth and alteration it is not recognized. zone and the chlorite-epidote zone. The Nesjavellir high-

Quartz. Quartz is frrst found in minor amounts that fill tem�ture geothermal area is an exception in that the depth 
vesicles at about the 675-m depth; it becomes increasingly abun- and temperature of occurrence of the same mineral assemblages 
dant with depth to about 1,835 m and then decreases somewhat. are often significantly different· from those found in the other 
It occurs interstitially and fills vesicles and cracks. In one thin high•temperature areas (Kristmannsd6ttir and T6masson, 1975). 
section at 1,642 m, quartz appears to be replacing plagioclase They cited the occurrence of the zeolite zone to temperatures up 
but this is not observed in other samples. to . .280 �C �d to depths of 1,000 m, and the occurrence of nearly 

Albite. Albite is frrst noted to be replacing plagioclase at a · unaltered glass at 450-m depth and a rock temperature of about 
depth of 1,350 m. Albitization increases with depth, and at 1,962 200 °C. In addition they stated that, "The zone of dominant 
m the plagioclase phenocrysts are about 500'/o altered. smectite minerals reaches to much higher temperatures than ob

serv� in other areas • • .  [and the] epidote-chlorite zone is not 
,, 

DISCUSSION 

On the basis of a dominant mineral, three zones of alteration 
can be distinguished beneath a zone of wialtered lavas (Fig. 2). 
The uppermost altered zone, with a depth of 675 to 1,350 m, · · 
is characterized by montmorillonite, with minor c8lcite, quartz, 
zeolite, and chlorite. Vesicles in this zone are only partly failed 
with secondary minerals. The second zone, at a depth of 1,350 
to ·1,894 m, is characterized by extensive chlorite superseding 
montmorillonite as the principal alteration mineral, with quartz, 
actinolite, and montmorillonite as accesspry produc:ts. All 
vesic:les and fractures appear to be completely "filled within this 
zone. The third zone of alteration becomes evident at a depth 
of about 1,835 m and is dominant at 1,959 m. Actinolite pre
dominates; chlorite, quartz, and opaque grains, principally 
hematite and pyrite, are the accessory minerals. The degree and 
type of alteration throughout most of the third zone is distinct 
from and more extensive than that encountered in the lavas at 
shallower depths. The mineral assemblage resembles that found 
in greenschist facies metamorphism and reflects higher pressure 
and probably higher temperature. Because fractures and vesicles 
are not completely filled, it is probable that greater permeability 
also is significant in causing more intense alteration at this depth. 

On the basis of the degree of secondary mine�on that 
fills vesicles and fractures in HGP-A cores, three zones of per
meability can be identified. From the surface down to about 875 
m, the lavas appear to be highly permeable; between about 1,050 
and 1,835 m, they are slightly permeable; and between 1,835 and 
1,959 m, the lavas become moderately permeable. The exact 
boundary between permeable zones has not been established with 
certainty due to the distance between samples; probably peimea
bility is gradational. 

It is informative to compare temperature profales and min
eral assemblages from the Hawaiian well with similar data from 
high-temperature geothermal areas in Iceland, because both 
occur in predominantly basaltic lavas. 

In Iceland the main-alteration zones are characterized by 
a smectite-zeolite zone, a mixed-layer clay-mineral-prehnite zone, 
and a chlorite-epidote zone. The presence of an incipient .fourth 
zone is suspected in one area because of the appearance there of 
amphibole at temperatures exceeding 280 oc (Kristmannsd6ttir, 
1975). 

Kristmannsd6ttir (1975) stated that the degree of alteration 
varies among the different areas and that the temperatures at . 
which certain hydrothermal minerals occur also vary. However, 

GEOLOGY 

clearly defined in the depth range of the boles •. Epidote is only 
found in narrow veins in the deepest drillhole" (Kristmannsd6t
tir and T6masson, 1974). They conCluded that temperiltures in 
the Nesjavellir area have increased too recently for the. minerals 
to have reequilibrated to existing temperature conditions. 

::Figure 2 shows the zones of alteration observed in the 
HGP-A well and the temperatures measured on three occasions. 
By comparison, the hydrothermal mineral .zones in the HGP-A 

· weil,are similar to those _found in the high-temperature-geother
mal areas of Iceland in general, and they most closely reserrible 
the conditions found in the Nesjavellir area in particular. The 
o�e problem is that instrumental techniques were unable to re
solve the presence of a mixed-layer clay-mineral zone between 
the montmorillonite and chlorite zones in the HGP-A assem
blage. Other similarities between Nesjavellir and HGP-A include 
the presence of a 2.2-m thickness of intensely fractured glass at 
a depth of 878 m in HGP-A. The fractured surfaces have a thin 
coating of montmorillonite, but the interiors of the pieces are 
unaltered .. ln addition, the montmorillonite zone in HGP-A 
extends to temperatures in the range of 290 oc (Fig. 2), and epi
dote is not found in the HGP-A alteration assemblage. at any 
depth. Assuming that the assessment of Nesjavellir by Krist
mannsd6ttir and T6masson (1974) is correct, the HGP-A min
eral ·assemblages likewise may not be in equilibrium with present 
temperature conditions encountered in the area. Contraindica
tions to this conclusion are raised by P. Kroopnick (1977, per
sonal commun.) who stated that the agreement between observed 
temperatures and calculated geochemical temperatures in HGP-A 
indicates that the waters are in equilibrium with the surrounding 
rock. 

iOn the basis of chemistry of summit and east rift lavas 
erupted during historic times, Wright and Fiske (1971) proposed 
that. "batches" of magma from the shallow reservoir beneath 
the �ummit of Kilauea are periodically injected into the east rift 
zone and that the more highly differentiated lavas may be held 
there for periods of more than a century. A recent magma injec
tion of this sort could provide the apparent "new" heat source 
we are observing. 

SUMMARY 

Beneath a zone of fresh lavas three zones of alteration are 
observed in HOP-A, each characterized by a dominant hydro
thermal mineral: (1) 675 to 1,350 m, montmorillonite; (2) 1,350 to 
1,894 m, chlorite; and (3) 1,894 to 1,962 m, actinolite. Calcite, 
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